Combined in situ analysis of metabolic and myoelectrical changes associated with electrically induced fatigue.
Electrical muscle stimulation (Mstim) at a low or high frequency is associated with failure of force production, but the exact mechanisms leading to fatigue in this model are still poorly understood. Using 31P magnetic resonance spectroscopy (31PMRS), we investigated the metabolic changes in rabbit tibialis anterior muscle associated with the force decline during Mstim at low (10 Hz) and high (100 Hz) frequency. We also simultaneously recorded the compound muscle mass action potential (M-wave) evoked by direct muscle stimulation, and we analyzed its post-Mstim variations. The 100-Hz Mstim elicited marked M-wave alterations and induced mild metabolic changes at the onset of stimulation followed by a paradoxical recovery of phosphocreatine (PCr) and pH during the stimulation period. On the contrary, the 10-Hz Mstim produced significant PCr consumption and intracellular acidosis with no paradoxical recovery phenomenon and no significant changes in M-wave characteristics. In addition, the force depression was linearly linked to the stimulation-induced acidosis and PCr breakdown. These results led us to conclude that force failure during 100-Hz Mstim only results from an impaired propagation of muscle action potentials with no metabolic involvement. On the contrary, fatigue induced by 10-Hz Mstim is closely associated with metabolic changes with no alteration of the membrane excitability, thereby underlining the central role of muscle energetics in force depression when muscle is stimulated at low frequency. Finally, our results further indicate a reduction of energy cost of contraction when stimulation frequency is increased from 10 to 100 Hz.